Adverbs worksheet

Adverbs are words used to modify verbs. Adverbs can also be used to modify adjectives and other adverbs.

Fill in the blanks with a suitable adverb.

1. I ......................... go to bed at 10 o’clock.
   once
   ever
   usually

2. I have ..................... been to the USA.
   never
   ever

3. I have been to Australia just ......................
   one
   once
   ones

4. I ......................... take a bath before I go to bed.
   once
   always
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5. My grandparents live in Kerala. I visit them ...........................................

once
often

6. My friends are ............................................ non-smokers.

most
mostly

7. I was ....................................... impressed with her performance.

too
such
very

8. I ....................................... go for a walk in the park.

some time
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sometime
sometimes

9. I watch English films ........................................

once
always
occasionally

10. They ...................................... go out.

rare
once
rarely

Answers

1. I usually go to bed at 10 o’clock. (adverb of frequency)

2. I have never been to the USA. (frequency adverb)

3. I have been to Australia just once. (frequency)

4. I always take a bath before I go to bed. (frequency)

5. My grandparents live in Kerala. I visit them often. (frequency)
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6. My friends are mostly non-smokers. (focusing adverb)

7. I was very impressed with her performance. (degree adverb)

8. I sometimes go for a walk in the park. (frequency adverb)

9. I watch English films occasionally. (frequency adverb)

10. They rarely go out. (frequency adverb)